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Abstract Signing avatars are increasingly used as an interface for communication to the deaf community. In recent years, an emerging approach uses captured data to edit and generate Sign Language (SL) gestures. Thanks to motion editing operations (e.g. concatenation, mixing, etc.), this method offers the possibility to compose new utterances, thus facilitating the enrichment of the original corpus, enhancing the natural look of the animation, and promoting the avatar’s acceptability. However, designing such an editing system raises many questions. In particular, manipulating existing movements does not guarantee the semantic consistency of the reconstructed actions. A solution is to insert the human operator in a loop for constructing new utterances, and to incorporate within the utterance’s structure constraints that are derived from linguistic patterns. This article discusses the main requirements for the whole pipeline design of interactive virtual signers, including: (i) the creation of corpora, (ii) the needed resources for motion recording, (iii) the annotation process as the heart of the SL editing process, (iv) the building, indexing and querying of a motion database, (v) the virtual avatar animation by editing and composing motion segments, and (vi) the conception of a dedicated user interface according to user knowledge and abilities. Each step is illustrated by the authors’ recent work and results from the project Sign3D, i.e., an editing system of French Sign Language (LSF) content (http://sign3d.websourd.org/sltat).
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1 Introduction

New communication technologies, such as mobile phones with integrated video, MMS messaging, videoconferencing devices, internet and social networks, have been developed in recent years to improve Deaf accessibility to various media. These new assistive technologies usually contain pre-recorded videos adapted to a visual-gesture communication channel, in which a human signer performs LSF messages. However, the video does not fulfill all the functions of writing languages: it does not allow anonymity and sometimes imposes stringent recording requirements. Furthermore, video lacks flexibility, and operations such as copy / paste fail to deal with transitions in the context of editing new utterances.

One of the current assistive technologies is centered on the generation of signed languages using virtual humans, or avatars. The use of avatars allows more advanced manipulations of SL statements, mostly because the possibilities of content creation with avatars through editing operations are far more advanced and flexible. Importantly, 3D animation presents an opportunity to provide on-the-fly access to otherwise inaccessible content, thus facilitating the comprehension of the signs.
Avatars also allow for the anonymity of the interlocutor, and can be personalized along with the user’s will.

Most signing avatar projects adopt synthetic animation techniques for their virtual agents. Some of them use keyframe techniques to produce high quality animations [1], or pure synthesis methods to generate virtual avatar animations thanks to inverse kinematic techniques [34,31]. However, these methods have been proven to be tedious for building new signs or utterances. In addition, the resulting movements may fail in convincing audiences with their credibility and expressivity, thus leading to a poor acceptability of the avatar by the deaf community. The authors argue that using captured motion on real signers might help to understand the main features of the sign generation mechanisms, and reinforce the virtual avatar acceptability for the deaf community. Furthermore, such data-driven approaches go beyond the production of realistic animations: they avoid the tedious task of computing all the joint values of the skeleton for an animation sequence, and make possible the use of pre-recorded motion, thus capturing the relevant key-postures and preserving the dynamics of the original motion. Furthermore, composing new motions from editing captured motion can provide new ways of manipulating, transporting, or visualizing sign language utterances that are not contained in the original database.

This paper focuses on a fully data-driven virtual signer. Some important issues have already been studied and implemented in previous works (see for example the whole pipeline production system described and evaluated in [20]). The goal here is to consider the knowledge and skills acquired in previous works, both theoretically and practically, and extract from this knowledge useful information for the development of future applications; more specifically, previous works are generalized and the main requirements and challenges for building an interactive editing system from pre-recorded motion captured data are discussed. Each step is illustrated with current results related to the Sign3D project [4], which aims to build a range of innovative tools for storing and processing high-definition LSF content. Section 2 describes two major approaches to generate new sign language (SL) utterances: the textual-based SL specifying approach dedicated to pure synthesis techniques and the editing operations applied to data-driven animations. The creation of an appropriate corpus and the needed resources to record SL gestures are exposed in section 3. At the heart of the SL editing system is the annotation process which is presented in section 4. Section 5 highlights the key issues for building and accessing an efficient heterogeneous database containing both the captured and annotated motion. Section 6 discusses the editing and composing operations of the animation system, while section 7 is centered on the requirements for a dedicated user’s interface. Finally a discussion and some perspectives conclude this article.

2 Related Works

Among recent methods and technologies for editing sign language and animating signing avatars, two major classes of approaches can be distinguished: specifying sign language associated to pure synthesis animation techniques, or editing movement for data-driven animation techniques. In order to produce understandable and accurate animations, both approaches require a fine comprehension of the linguistic mechanisms underlying the production of signed utterances.

2.1 From Specifying Sign Language Utterances to Procedural Synthesis

Different linguistic stages for synthesis mediated by an avatar can be considered, including syntactic, semantic, morphological, and phonetic issues. Until recently, signing avatars have focused on the generation of signing utterances given a phonetic or phonological description of the sign sequence, with methods ranging from notation systems to formalized scripts or dedicated gestural languages. Initial studies on sign languages formed early description / transcription systems, as for example the HamNoSys notation [41]. One of the first virtual signers was based on a quantified description of the signing space, associated to a phonological description of hand-arm movements [17]. Starting from HamNoSys as initial input description, a similar XML-based notation language called SigML has recently been developed [31,13]. This language has been recently extended by introducing the PDTS segmental model of Johnson and Liddell to provide greater flexibility and precision of control [21]. A sign language animation tool also uses inverse kinematics to synthesize an animation from a list of hand location targets [27]. Other researches fall into the category of linguistic modeling for sign language generation. Among these studies, higher-level language processing techniques are used for the formation of signs (e.g. [38,40,25,16,14]).

Several major challenges are still to be faced as regards the synthesis of SL gestures mediated by avatars. One of them consists of taking into account the variational aspects of sign languages, and in particular the spatial features that depend on the context of the sentence, and are conveyed simultaneously by parallel chan-
nels (i.e., gestures of the two arms and the two hands, facial expressions, and gaze direction). Thus, several studies have emphasized the importance of the synchronization schemes that can be observed between the different channels that compose signs [34,25,15]. Furthermore, many avatar systems ignore the importance of facial expressions and gaze direction even though these components are crucial to comprehension in signed languages. Some recent approaches address this important aspect by using pure synthesis techniques [16,44]. However, one of the main criticisms made by deaf signers regarding virtual agents is the lack of realism and expressiveness of avatars.

Data-driven animation methods can be substituted for the above-discussed pure synthesis methods, making the avatar more expressive and human-like.

2.2 Data-Driven Synthesis

In computer animation, most of the previous work on data-driven methods present editing and composing techniques, with an emphasis on the re-use of motion chunks and the adaptation of captured motion for creating new motion sequences. By using the motion chunk term, reference is made to a motion limited to a time interval, compared to the original captured motion with a SL meaning conveyed by the whole body or a sub-part.

The motion processing techniques are mostly based on statistical or optimization methods applied on whole-body motion chunks. If some relevant works rely on qualitative annotations of motion clips (e.g. [2]), very few approaches deal with both motion-captured data and their implicit semantic content. Using signs as whole global segments, a first animation system has been developed, which uses a dual database: a semantic one containing the annotations, and a raw motion one containing the captured motion. Initial experiments have demonstrated the feasibility and the interest of the approach for filling-the-gap synthesis of novel sentences in French Sign Language [3]. Within the European ViSiCAST project, motion captured data has also been used to evaluate sequences of signs in British Sign Language [5]. A fully data-driven virtual signer has then been designed and implemented in the SignCom project. The architecture of the animation system, and its ability to build sentences in LSF has been described and evaluated in [20].

As an added benefit, motion capture data provides analytical material from which to extract specific features or parse generic features of signed languages, such as the dynamics of the movements or the spatial-temporal relationship between channels, etc. Analysis studies have thus been achieved to extract hand motion invariants in LSF [35,10]. Other works using motion captured data have focused on the characterization of style for whole sequences [24], or segmented sequences on parallel channels [23].

Hybrid approaches combine procedural techniques with the use of data expressed as key-frames or motion chunks [27,37]. Another study uses a system of procedural techniques to layer data from annotation tiers [45]. In this approach, sparse key-frame data are combined and modified, rather than using motion chunks from a motion capture database.

2.3 Requirements and Constraints of a Sign Language Editing System

One of the key points of an interactive system for editing gestures in LSF is to produce novel utterances from the corpus data by combining motion chunks that have been previously captured on a real signer, and using these data to animate a virtual signer. As gestures in signed languages are by essence multi-channel, i.e. meaningful information is conveyed by multiple body parts acting in parallel, it follows that a sign editing system must manipulate motion segments that are spatially decomposed on these channels over time. This composition process is illustrated in Figure 1.

The editing system should be able to retrieve the signs or the elements of signs, also called motion chunks, in the pre-recorded sequences. One of the main challenges is to be able to accurately extract the SL items from the database to compose new sentences through editing operations and animate the virtual signer. A particular requirement to fulfill this objective is to properly annotate SL data and to handle correctly, in terms
of linguistics structures, both the raw data and its associated semantics. It must be noted that the sequence of motion elements to be combined does not necessarily respect grammatical LSF rules, the composition process being guided interactively by an expert user. Furthermore, finding the best rules or the best features that enable the extraction of the appropriate sign variant depending on the produced sentence, is part of the motion retrieval process that can be built thanks to user interactions or expertise. The motion chunks must then be concatenated spatially (i.e. along the channels) and temporally within an animation system. This last system must synchronize and handle at the same time several modalities involved in signed gestures and produce a continuous flow of animation.

The Sign3D project proposes a full data-base framework to generate sign language sentences from the concatenation of annotated motion captured items [4]. This editing system is based on the following conceptual scheme centered on the indexing and querying of the LSF database to build new utterances and generate animations of the virtual signer (Figure 2). The various modules of this architecture is described below, detailing the challenges and the main constraints and limitations of such an editing system. They include (i) the definition of usages, leading to corpora and resources creation, (ii) the annotation process, (iii) the indexing and querying of the heterogeneous database, (iv) the animation by editing and composing motion segments, and, (v) the human machine interface for the construction of new utterances in LSF.

3 Corpus and Resources Creation

3.1 Corpus

The design of a corpus in the framework of a mocap(motion capture)-based editing system is one of the key points of the approach, because the consistency of the synthesis will depend on its completeness. For the purpose of corpus design, several questions can be addressed. The first one concerns the corpus definition and the compromise that exists between breadth and depth in its design. The second question concerns the nature of the sign variations that should be included in the corpus for further utterance reconstruction. This variability within signs will condition the editing operations: if the signs involving such inflection processes are contained into the corpus, then the editing operations will be less complex. For example, including many depicting verbs with spatial variation will facilitate the construction of novel utterances with verb declination, without recording new signs. Finally, other questions concern the acted or spontaneous nature of the produced SL utterances.

Depth vs. Breath and Variation vs. Consistency. Is a large number of specific signs necessary to represent the largest slice possible of a language (breath), or should a limited number of signs with many variations (depth) be included in the corpus? This question is closely linked to the specific application. If the objective of the editing system is to have a lexicon that covers a broad area, including several thematic domains, then a corpus with a breadth approach would be suitable. If, instead, the goal is to have a limited vocabulary and use it in different sentences, then the depth approach would be best. In this case, many tokens of the same signs will be preferred in the pre-defined vocabulary, with variations depending on the phrase context. In order to facilitate the editing operations, it will be assumed that a same sign (or gloss) is associated to a unique semantic identifier [30], called ID-Gloss, and that each gloss is characterized by the same gesture realization, possibly with kinematic modulations.

Kinematic variations / Linguistic inflections. Several levels of signs’ variability should also be considered when building a corpus. Among them, the following can be included:

- Kinematic variations of body parts: It is useful to incorporate into the corpus a pre-defined set of static
hand shapes, dynamic hand movements, postures, etc. Different facial expressions have to be included also.

- Sign: The same sign can be performed in various places of the signing space [36], with various dynamics, facial expressions, in the context of role shift [7], with or without mouthing, etc. Note that the same body part can be affected by very different sign variations, for instance the mouth shape can be influenced both by the mouthing and by the whole facial expression.

- Succession of Signs: The sign context can be taken into account by capturing the same sign in varying its predecessors and successors (e.g., influence of hand shape and hand placement [42]). The inclusion of such sequencing in the corpus allows for the study of coarticulation.

- Syntax: For composition rules prediction, a lot of examples must be gathered to be representative of the SL variability. For example in the DictaSign project, short breaks have been included after presenting the discourse main topic [43]. Other projects have developed some corpora with many instances of depicted verbs [39,9].

Several corpora for virtual signers have already been developed, especially to provide signed information in public areas [42], on the Internet [32], or to broadcast transmission of virtual signing. The German Sign Language DGS-Corpus associated to the iLex tool which identifies tokens annotated in HamNoSys, therefore providing a basis for semantic and phonetic indexing, can also be mentioned. The Dicta-Sign project has developed several technologies demonstrated via a sign language-aware Web 2.0, based on signed language resources and language models, with the aim to make, edit, and evaluate avatar-based sign language contributions online, similar to the way people nowadays make text-based contributions on the Web [11]. Within the Sign3D project, twenty sentences centered on information in museums were recorded. These sentences concern messages such as opening hours, entrance fees or perturbation messages. The main challenge, in this context, is to have enough variability for each sign, in order to build new consistent utterances following given structural patterns, by recomposition of recorded motion chunks.

3.2 Resources: Motion and Video Recordings

Signs are by nature very dexterous and quick gestures, that involve several channels (arms, hands, body, gaze and facial expressions) simultaneously. To record such gestures, it is necessary to find a compromise between motion capture cost, measurement (space and time) accuracy, and spontaneity of the production. For example, the ViSiCAST project uses wired Cybergloves and Polhemus magnetic sensors in order to track hands and arms motions [12]. A headset, equipped with an infrared camera, some emitting diodes and reflectors are used to record facial expressions. The overall system performs captures between 30 and 60hz. However, if the motion capture equipment is too invasive, the signer will not be able to sign in a natural way. Furthermore, capturing all channels with an appropriate frequency rate (> 100 Hz) accurately actually pushes motion capture equipment to their very limits. Given the complexity of the synchronization patterns between the different channels, it is not possible to perform separately the capture on the different channels.

Capturing hand movements is also a real challenge, due to the complexity of the hand’s biomechanics, and also because of the occlusion of markers that occurs very frequently. Many different systems have been tested for capturing LSF hand movements, as for example Cybergloves [19]. These systems are very difficult to calibrate, and large deviations have been observed during the recordings, which is unacceptable. Furthermore, such external devices need to be synchronized with the mocap system. Finally, the reconstruction process introduces many errors, due to some approximation in the hand modeling, loss of data, and noise in the capturing process. Other problems may arise when using mocap techniques with few markers [20]: in this latter case, some post-processing (in particular motion retargeting through inverse kinematic techniques) is necessary; this process leads to other errors in the data, with imprecision of the hand configurations, potentially altering the meaning of the signs. It is concluded that the mocap techniques are still the better solution, though it is necessary to use a larger number of markers (around 50, each hand having 22 degrees of freedom). This is the same for capturing facial expressions. Many markers are needed (> 50) to be able to accurately represent the facial deformations. In addition, specific methods have to be developed for further editing operations, both for manual and facial data. The building of the skeleton and the accurate positioning of the joints/surface of the mesh are also crucial to ensure a good final positioning of the fingertips in the absolute frame. Facial expressions must be processed differently, since the movements are very different and the data are not conveyed by similar hierarchical skeleton. It is also clear that the gaze direction is an essential modality that should be modeled in SL. The inability to position markers on the eyes inevitably leads to consider capturing their move-
ments by other means (for example by using reflective lenses, or using vision-based algorithms).

The sentences of the Sign3D project have been captured thanks to a Vicon T160 optical motion capture system (16 Megapixel cameras) combined with a head-mounted oculometer (MocapLab MLab 50-W). Markers were placed on the whole signer’s upper body, including her face and fingers which allows for a complete performance capture (Figure 3, left). After motion capture, the marker set is rigged onto a 3D virtual signer mesh in order to animate both its skeleton and face (Figure 3, right).

4 Annotation of Sign Language Data

The annotation of sign language gestures from real video and captured motion is at the heart of the sign language editing process. As pointed out by Wolfe et al., this annotation process aims to test and identify linguistic features and also provides a way to generate new gestures [45]. Traditionally, a multi-layer annotation scheme is defined, both spatially and temporally, and the annotators work from videos to achieve this annotation process.

The spatial annotation scheme denotes a hierarchical organization of the tiers, that corresponds to parallel channels. These channels take into account on the one hand, linguistics categories, and on the other hand, physical properties or/and signal characteristics. The physical characteristics may represent body articulators, such as for example hand, head, or upper torso; signal characteristics may represent kinematic features such as velocity extrema. All these characteristics can be useful for animation purposes. It is also important to be able to represent dependencies and synchronization rules between tiers. For example, the hand shapes occur at times that may depend on hand movements. The aim of temporal segmentation is to define the temporal motion chunks on each track and identify a set of attributes / values for each annotated segment. It is straightforward that the level of details of the annotation scheme greatly influences the way the avatar will be controlled. Indeed, the more finely the signs are decomposed on the spatial and temporal tracks, the more precise the motion retrieval process and consequently the quality of the resulting animation.

4.1 Linguistic annotation

The following describes examples of linguistic annotations. It can be seen that these examples explore different levels of SL description, from coarse linguistic elements (glosses), to more accurate elements such as phonological items or phonetic aspects. Gloss-based annotation, with or without transitions. The first step in the annotation process consists of dividing videos or motion-capture data into lexical units (or glosses) previously defined in the corpus. In order to create plausible animations of meaningful signs, it is essential to understand what connects signs together in the animation sequence. The authors are convinced that these transitions have to be taken into account in an editing system, and that they should be adapted to the animation context: if the location at the end of a sign is far away (respectively close) from the location of the following sign in the utterance, the transitions should be enlarged (respectively compressed) con-
under this approach, LSF signs can be segmented with a transition-inclusive system, by separating the Strokes (S) conveying the meaning of the signs from the Preparation (P) and Retraction (R) phases characterizing inter-sign transitions [33, 3]. Dealing incorrectly with these transitions may introduce artifacts or non-plausible transitions in the produced animation. It is therefore necessary to introduce co-articulation mechanisms to have acceptable temporal transitions. It should be noted that the gloss annotation is quite limited, since it does not contain information about sign inflections.

**Phonological or phonetic based annotation.** For a more decomposed description, a phonological annotation scheme can be structured, according to linguistic categories such as handshape, location, hand movement, orientation, facial expression, and gaze direction. The two hand channels should be separated, as some signs can be performed by one or two hands simultaneously, and the motion of one hand can be different from the other one. Furthermore, for each hand, one should distinguish the hand configuration (HC), the hand placement (PL), and the hand orientation (HO). Facial expression can also be represented by one or several tiers, for annotating Mouthing, etc. Such an annotation scheme for animating a virtual signer has been defined in the SignCom project [20, 8]. A screenshot of such annotation sequence is shown in Figure 4.

4.2 Physical and signal-based annotation

**Physical-based tiers.** For the purpose of animation, it is important to identify some sets of joints (physical body parts or articulators) associated with specific tiers. This segmentation level enables the independent control of the articulators, as will be described in the animation section. It is possible in particular to define postures extracted from the mocap database; these postures can be identified during the annotation process, and are given as specific constraints that should be reached by some articulator at some key point of the animation. For example, reaching Hand Configuration targets within a sign may ensure the linguistic coherence of the sign.

**Signal-based tiers.** In the context of signing avatars driven by mocap data, it is necessary to establish a strong coupling between the motion features extracted from the raw motion and the pre-defined linguistic elements. Mocap data provides raw material from which to extract specific invariant of signed languages, such as the dynamics of the movements (velocity, acceleration, etc.), or the spatial-temporal relationship between production channels, between kinematics and phonetics, etc. These invariants or user-dependent characteristics may be manually identified through an annotation process, or automatically computed through statistical or signal-processing methods, and re-incorporated into the
data-driven animation techniques, following an analysis/synthesis approach [18]. For example, velocity extrema computed from motion capture data have been used to accurately position the phonetics elements $PL$, defined by Johnson and Liddell [29, 28, 8].

Through the authors’ involvement in the Sign3D project, the corpus annotation has two main goals:

- Describe the sign features in order to enable a further indexation,
- Formulate, if possible, explicit or implicit rules that will help to choose the best sign variation in context.

During motion capture, a reference video (a frontal view of the signer) is recorded (Figure 3, left). Then, a deaf signer annotates this video with the ELAN software [6], according to a spatial and temporal decomposition. Several channels are created following a phonological, phonetical and syntactic specification scheme (Figure 5). Sentences are then temporally segmented into glosses along channels and labeled by a string conveying its meaning. Other relevant features are annotated (e.g. handshape, face expression, body posture, etc.) in order to choose the appropriate sign variant when new utterances are created.

5 Indexing and Querying the Heterogeneous Database

It is necessary to build a heterogeneous database consisting of two parts: (i) a raw database containing raw motion data, (ii) a semantic database containing high level linguistic descriptions, the description level depending directly on the annotation scheme. There must be an exact correspondence between both databases; in particular the timelines must be synchronized. The principle of the dual database and the request mechanism can be represented in Figure 6.

The main technical challenge comes here to define the best indexing method for both linguistic structures (textual annotation) and signal (mocap data), while maintaining coherence and consistency between these two levels of information. Finally the motion retrieval process is closely linked to the editing and composing operations.

5.1 Motion Indexing

The raw motion chunk can be represented by a set of formal parameters including the identifier of the motion sequence, the channel, the start and end times. The raw database must be temporally and spatially indexed. The method used by the Sign3D project is to consider the skeleton articulators/joints and the animation frames, as key points for the indexation process. For example, after serializing the motion data in a unique raw file, the memory addresses, at the begin and the end of each motion, for each joints, can be recorded in a separated indexing file. If the animation timestep between two frames is constant, it is possible to compute, in linear time, the memory address (or the index) of a motion chunk, i.e. a motion simultaneously limited to a specific joints list and/or a frame interval from the raw captured data [20]. The main advantage of such a method lies in the fast retrieval of information that contributes to the rapid loading of the motion chunk. This feature is considered as necessary for an LSF editing software, based on a data driven animation system. A drawback lies in the significant memory space of the indexation file and the raw file, depending, especially, on: (i) the avatar complexity (i.e. the number of joints) and, (ii) the chosen strategy for the key points (i.e. the memory addresses) that must be recorded.
In order to link the raw motion data, and their linguistic descriptions, the semantic part of the database builds a mapping between the annotations and the motion chunks. For that purpose, the semantic part can be made of some advanced hash tables. The hash table values contain the necessary and sufficient parameters to represent the motion chunk (i.e. the corresponding identifier of the motion sequence, the channel, the start and end times) as previously said. The hash table keys define the indexing strategy and consequently, the underlying query types that will be available for the user. Indeed, if, for example, the keys are the annotation values and/or the channel names, the semantic database can be queried thanks to these two previous attributes. By multiplying this kind of hash table and choosing an appropriate indexing strategy according to several linguistic features, an elementary though efficient query language can be defined, in terms of computer performances and quick information access. The semantic database, built for the Sign3D project, has been indexed by annotation value (i.e. glosses), channel name (i.e. tiers) and by the couple (annotation value, channel name). This method allows to quickly retrieve any motion chunks annotated according to glosses-based considerations and/or physical/signal-based considerations (cf. section 4).

To complete the semantic mapping, an association must be specified and preloaded, if a channel represents a body part and not a linguistic feature. For example, in the Sign3D project, a text file puts in relation the different channel names to the corresponding joints list of the avatar skeleton. The database will check this association and limit the raw queries results to a sub-skeleton only if the channel belongs to the script.

Nevertheless, a drawback remains in the limited expressivity of such a language. One solution can be the definition of a dedicated query language. The building of a compiler/interpreter is then required, adding a layer and some significant time in the querying process. This last strategy can be perceived as inefficient if one takes into account the need, for the user, to quickly load and visualize some motion chunk for editing purposes.

With this dual system, a motion chunk can be loaded and extracted by directly examining the raw database with the formal parameters (i.e. name of the motion sequence, channel or set of joints, start and end times). It can also be loaded/extracted by querying the semantic data with a gloss, a channel, or a combination of other linguistic attributes which will produce the formal parameters, corresponding to a segment of movement from the raw database (cf. Figure 6).

5.2 Motion Retrieval

The corpus annotation allows a mapping between the meanings of the signs (and distinctive features) and their realization presented as motion captured data, using the methods described in previous sections. Once the new sentence is composed, the good sign sequence must be selected, which means retrieving in the database the good variant of each sign. Finding and retrieving a desired data from the database requires two successive processes: querying and selecting. Depending on the editing operations, two types of motion retrieval may be considered. The first type, called semantic-based retrieval, consists of applying a first data filtering by querying the semantic database, and then selecting a motion segment among the different candidates. The second type, called signal-based retrieval, consists of finding the best matching subsequence that respects some signal conditions and can be incorporated in the constructed phrase. It is also possible to combine both types of motion retrieval processes.

Semantic-based retrieval. In this case, the retrieving process is achieved by specifying one-condition or multiple-condition queries. Depending of the indexing strategy, it is possible to specify the value of a gloss (the sign museum for example), for a whole sign or for a specific channel. The result will be a set of motion
segments representing a specific sign. Finding an acceptable motion that fits the editing operation is somewhat difficult to define and may result in a range of solutions, therefore a selection process should extract the best candidate. Among the possible methods, the following may be used:

- A random choice selection, e.g. retrieve a random or a specific motion (the first one for instance);
- An annotation-based selection: it consists of refining the semantic query by a complementary one. For example, the sign may be selected which has been performed to a specified place in the signing space, or with a specific facial expression annotated beforehand. Indeed, these two previous features can change the meaning provided by the rest of the body, according to the parallel aspect of SL. The need to query the database several times and on several channels clearly appears in order to cross the results. For example, if one wishes to retrieve a gesture performed with a given annotated facial expression, it is necessary to do the requests on the two separate channels, and then to select one motion chunk at the time interval corresponding to the responses.

**Signal-based retrieval.** The aim of the motion retrieval process is in this context to search motion chunks (whole movement or body parts’ movement) that best match the request. This process is generally based on a feature-selection process, which consists of automatically computing a set of features, use these features to retrieve the best candidates among possible ones in the mocap database, and then select the best one for further editing. The features can be a set of skeleton postures or joint trajectories, statistical features such as time duration, mean velocity or acceleration, or spatial features characterizing for example targets in the signing space, etc. A similarity measure is also associated to these features, using for instance elastic distances [24]. Two particular cases can be mentioned:

- Transition-based selection: this refers to finding the best transitions that match the passage from one sign (gloss) to another sign (gloss), the whole meaningful signs being directly extracted from the mocap database. With such a process, it should be possible to find the best suitable candidate that can adapt optimally to the previous and successive signs in the constructed utterance [3]. For example, one may select the motion whose first pose (respectively last pose) are closest to the last pose of the previous movement (respectively the first pose of the successive movement);
- Example-based selection: a current approach is to search motion chunks that are very similar to the motion example, the latter being extracted from a database or computed according to an average pattern like in [38, 10, 35]. The latter methods are generally based on alignment algorithms between sampled signals.

The Sign3D project gives an illustration of a current LSF motion retrieval system. One of the goals is to extract from the database one solution to express the desired information, for example, to sign the following sentence written in natural language: “- Opening hours of the museum: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.” In SL, the way of signing this sentence is not unique. If one tries to compose the new constructed sentence only from one existing structure (e.g. ”-The museum is open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.”), it is likely that the appropriate motion chunks will not be inside our initial corpus. To bypass this issue, the matching motion chunks in the database from several variants (e.g. ”-The museum’s opening hours are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.”, or ”-The museum opens at 8:00 a.m. and closes at 5:00 p.m.”) is helpful. In other words, the goal is to compensate the small variation of the initial corpus by the diversity in the syntactic structures that the system can handle. This approach is being implemented and tested through a study of perceptual evaluation for the generation of sign sequences about time and sign placement. The first results are correct from a syntactical point of view despite the small size of the mocap corpus. Nevertheless, the way of selecting the best sentence among every syntactically correct variants remains an open issue.

### 6 Animation by Editing and Composing Motion Segments

Creating novel utterances can be achieved by assembling the motion chunks that may be directly extracted from the database (after retrieval and selection processes), through editing operations, e.g. splitting, deleting, substituting, inserting, and then composing the resulting movements. The editing operations of a LSF sentence with predefined replaceable parts, may be distinguished from operations applied on components of signs that occur on specific channels (see the annotation process). If the selected motion chunk fits the editing process, then no further processing is needed. On the contrary, it may be necessary to adapt the motion so that it matches the linguistic generation rules while preserving at best the quality of animation, or to synthesize a novel motion that does not exist. Once a list
of motion chunks is assembled/gathered into a new SL utterances, a succession of skeleton postures is computed and successively displayed by a rendering engine animating the virtual signer.

6.1 Editing a Whole Sentence with Predefined Replaceable Parts

The idea here is to insert into a sentence with some replaceable parts, some original captured motion chunks, while keeping the temporal and spatial properties of the original movements. It is necessary to focus on the adaptation and the optimization of transitions between motion segments. The quality of these transitions can be a deciding factor between similar lists of motion segments from a semantic view point. The easiest way to smoothly achieve the composition is to define interpolation operations, acting both temporally (by concatenating successive motions), and spatially (by blending several body parts’ motions). Such an approach has been developed for stating messages regarding incidents of trains (French company SNCF), by substituting sequences of glosses and using rotoscopy or mocap data as animation techniques [42]. For example, in the cooking corpus, different handshapes associated to the sign GLASSWARE were mapped to the same hand motion, or motion strokes of some directed verbs were inverted (applied for example to the signs GIVE versus TAKE, and LIKE versus NOT − LIKE). Both of these substituted elements were described as segments along a specific channel. However, with such channel-based operations, the temporal synchronization rules that may exist between the channels might not be preserved. A solution would be to incorporate specific controllers that allow to stretch / compress the inserted dynamic movements, using for example Dynamic Time Warping techniques.

6.2 Editing and Composing Components of Signs

In order to take into account the different components of signs that convey phonetic or phonological aspects, it is important to extend the previous system to channel-based editing operations. Among the manipulated components, static components (for example handshape components) will be separated from dynamic ones (for example hand movements). Such preliminary operations have been developed with success in the SignCom project ([9,20]). For example, in the cooking corpus, different handshapes associated to the sign GLASSWARE were mapped to the same hand motion, or motion strokes of some directed verbs were inverted (applied for example to the signs GIVE versus TAKE, and LIKE versus NOT − LIKE). Both of these substituted elements were described as segments along a specific channel. However, with such channel-based operations, the temporal synchronization rules that may exist between the channels might not be preserved. A solution would be to incorporate specific controllers that allow to stretch / compress the inserted dynamic movements, using for example Dynamic Time Warping techniques.

6.3 Animation and rendering

The different editing operations, that consist of replaying, adapting, synthesizing, and finally composing, are achieved by specific controllers that are central to the animation system. These controllers perform a temporal interpolation between signs and spatially blend them to produce a succession of skeleton postures which are played in sequence. Using these postures, a 3D rendering engine then animates the resulting virtual signer that ends the workflow. The rendering must be of high fidelity (i.e. motion-wise) but not necessarily photorealistic (Figure 7).

In the example of the Sign3D project, one of the most important issue will be to play back accurately each sign and utterance with different 3D rendering models, and to evaluate the comprehensibility of the signs by deaf final users.
7 Interface to Construct New Utterances

The SL elements contained in the database have to be combined to generate new utterances that respect sign language organization rules. It is tempting to think of this composition problem only as the substitution of some words in a written sentence, which would lead to a kind of signed French. In order to avoid such a pitfall, most parts of the interfaces will be composed of visual elements (icons, handshapes, sign pictures) only. However, before proposing any interface to make a sentence composition, the following questions must be addressed:

– What set of syntactic structures have to be generated with the interface?
– Does the user know anything about sign language?
– Will the sentences be embedded into longer sequences?

The two first questions are closely related. If the user of the interface is not a signer himself, he/she will have to compose a message using language different than sign language. It is possible to provide a mapping between the interface scripting language and the sign language syntactic structure, however this often leads to composing new sentences by substitution [5]. If the user of the interface has a good knowledge of sign language structure, sentences can directly be built by selecting ordered signs. One must absolutely avoid the pitfall of sentence creation that would only consist of a list of signs directly translated from a scripting language, as signs must be inflected according to the utterance syntax. Three solutions could be considered and freely combined:

– Low level constraints are specified directly through the interface; for instance, select the two signs that have the same placement;
– Pre-defined grammatical structures and the corresponding sets of rules can be selected within the interface. An example of such an interface has been realized in the DictaSign project [15];
– The good sign variants are not specified explicitly, but retrieved from the corpus by using the closest realization. Unfortunately, such an approach would require huge corpora that are out of reach nowadays.

It is also important to insist again on the nature of the generated signs. They are indeed inherently produced by a continuous 3D+t system, with many spatial and temporal variational phenomena (co-articulation, classifiers, iconic aspects, placement, etc.). In this context, it is likely that the initial corpus will not contain all signs or sign components necessary to account for this variability. Therefore, it is of prime importance to provide, within the interface, the possibility of building new signs, new facial expressions, or new body postures. Thus, the third issue should then be addressed. If long constructed sequences are considered, then some constraints about the item placement have to be added into the editing process, in order to ensure the co-reference between the same entity used in two sentences: for instance, a museum that will be placed at the right of the signer in one sentence will always be at the same place in the novel constructed sentences.

By taking into account this set of key points, the built interface of the Sign3D project only uses the visual modality (Figure 8). The user can generate information sentences dedicated to public areas while specifying the sign shape and place in the signing space. As soon as the workflow of the Sign3D project is operational from motion capture to synthesis, the system will be submitted to deaf users for evaluation, in order to find the most relevant criteria that enable the composition of novel SL sentences from motion captured data.
8 Discussion and Perspectives

Many questions arise when designing an editing system for generating novel utterances that are played by a virtual signer.

One of the main issues to discuss is the interest of using pure synthesis techniques v.s. data-driven ones. Both methods have their pros and cons. Most virtual signers developed with pure synthesis show a good level of flexibility, a fine control of the animation thanks to the possibility to parametrize the model, and a precision that is necessary for the linguistic correctness of the produced signs. The main drawback of these methods is the poor realism of the animations, and the lack of expressivity details that are needed for the quality of the movements and the acceptance of the avatar by the Deaf. In addition, the creation of new signs remains a fastidious and time-consuming task. One alternative response to these problems is to record the movements of deaf signers via mocap systems. Human-like movements thus obtained lead to greater acceptability of animations by Deaf. The objectives of using such data-driven approaches are threefold. (i) It is possible to reuse the available data through editing processes, and thus to flexibly cut/paste, adapt, deform, or re-assemble motion chunks in real time; (ii) statistical analysis can be operated on the data, so that to extract invariants in semantic patterns, or to identify kinematic patterns that give some comprehension in SL performances; (iii) beyond the replaying of motion data, it is possible, thanks to learning methods, to generate new signs and sentences and to build good transitions, while preserving the style of the signer.

Though data-driven animation methods significantly improve the quality and credibility of animations, there are nonetheless several challenges to the use of mocap data for producing new sentences in sign languages. These challenges are highlighted and discussed below.

First of all, it has been shown that capturing high quality data is necessary to provide signing avatars that are understandable by signing humans. Furthermore, it is necessary to capture simultaneously full-body movements, facial expressions and gaze movements. However, recording mocap data is still an expensive and time-consuming process that requires post-processing to check data trajectories, reconstruct the skeleton and adapt the data to the 3D avatar. Consequently, a good recording protocol should be carefully followed.

The second challenge concerns the design of large motion databases in contrast to small ones. There exists a great variability within signs and signing utterances, the same sign being performed differently according to the phrase context. Taking into account this variability leads to the necessity to include into the motion database many spatio-temporal variations of the same sign, so that it becomes possible to compose new phrases by reusing existing motion chunks in appropriate contexts. On the contrary, a small corpus implies the development of more complex motion synthesis processes that deal with missing motion segments and deform the movement in accordance to coarticulation effects.

Linked to the previous challenges is the corpus design. A corpus whose purpose is to capture the variability at a high level will allow the extraction of syntactic patterns, and the generation of utterances in accordance with linguistic rules. However, this implies limiting the synthesis to a few sentences whose structure is close to the one already captured, unless a very large corpus with signs performed in many different contexts has been collected. At the opposite, a corpus that captures the variability at a low level should necessitate the development of high level composition processes that respect the rules of SL formation.

As pointed out in the paper, one key issue of the SL editing is the annotation, which determines the quality and accuracy of the motion retrieval process. In particular, one may emphasize the increased accuracy of the reconstructed phrases when dealing with signs / transitions, or phonetical / phonological elements to construct new utterances. The fineness of the annotation is also a guarantee of the high quality synthesis.

Another challenge concerns the indexing and retrieval process. There is always a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency of this process. Two kinds of extraction may be considered: (i) the semantic-based retrieval, directly linked to the annotation. In order to improve the accuracy of the retrieving performance, the decomposition of the signs should be refined, by adding implicitly other spatial channels and temporal segments, and consequently by refining the annotation scheme. In association with this, a more sophisticated request language with multiple conditions requests should be proposed. However, if these additives in the annotation can improve the precision of the sign description, they also limit the efficiency of the retrieval process; (ii) the content-based retrieval process, linked to the raw motion. In order to accelerate the search, the motion should be pre-processed, by reducing its dimensionality (using for example the Principal Component Analysis), or by learning how certain posture sequences are formed. However, manipulation of the raw data must be guided interactively, because it can lead to semantic inconsistencies.
Other important issues have to be considered, as they may affect the future development of SL editing systems. One of these factors concerns online versus offline issues: the offline specification process of building interactively new SL sentences has to be distinguished from the online editing and animating process. The first process involves a user-interface loop, the second process both on the efficiency and accuracy of the dual database, and on the performance of the animation controllers. The interface must comply with time specifications that are acceptable by the user. This time can be characterized by the duration between the specification of a new sentence and the result of the animation. Finally, the design of ergonomic interfaces should provide new opportunities for data access and communication for the Deaf.

A second factor is about evaluation, which should be integrated at all stages of the editing system (see for example [22, 26] for ASL). The ease and efficiency of the user interface, the efficiency and precision of the indexing and retrieving techniques, and the semantic consistency and quality of the produced animations need to be evaluated.
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